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Let K and Q denote, respectively, the unit circular disk and the

unit square disk in E2. Let A: K—>[0, l] and -ir: (?—>[0, l] be defined

by A(x, y) = (x2+y2)112 and 7r(x, y) =x. Suppose Fis a subset of a disk

D and / is a mapping of T into [O, l]; we are concerned here with

conditions under which / can be extended to a mapping of D onto

[0, l] which is topologically equivalent to A or to it. Recall that a

mapping u: A—>B is topologically equivalent to a mapping w: A'—tB'

if there exist homeomorphisms h: A—>A' and k: B—*B' such that

ku=wh.

It was shown in [2] that if F is a compact O-dimensional subset of

Int D, then any mapping/ of T into the open interval (0, 1) has an

extension to a mapping of D onto [O, l] which is topologically equiva-

lent to 7T (and hence also an extension equivalent to A). However, the

existence of a single arc in T, even though this arc is a subset of a

point-inverse of /, may make the desired extension impossible. For

example, if F is a subset of Int D consisting of a horizontal interval A

together with points Xi, x¡, X3, • • • such that the sequence {x2n}

converges to a midpoint of A from above and {x2„+i} converges to a

midpoint of A from below, then the mapping/ defined hyf(A) = 1/2,

f(xn) = 1/2 + 1/3« cannot be extended to a mapping equivalent to jr.

We therefore restrict attention in this paper to the case in which the

common part of T and the interior of D is totally disconnected.

First we show that if F is a compact subset of a disk D whose inter-

section with the interior of D is totally disconnected and T does not

contain the boundary of D, then any mapping/ of F into [1/2, l]

such that rnBd 7?=/_1(l) can be extended to a mapping of D onto

[O, l] which is topologically equivalent to jr. Using this result, we

show that if F is a compact subset of a disk D whose intersection with

the interior of D is totally disconnected and F contains the boundary

of D, then any mapping/ of F into [1/2, l] such that Bd D =f~l(l)

can be extended to a mapping of D onto [O, 1 ] which is topologically

equivalent to A.

It follows as a special case of results in [l] that these theorems do

not directly generalize to higher dimensions. If n'=3, l^k^n, and
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■k' denotes the projection onto the last k coordinates of points of 7",

there is a Cantor set A in Int 7n such that Int I" — A is not simply

connected. If/ is the constant map from A to £ = (1/2, 1/2, • • • ,

1/2) in Int P, then there is no extension of/ to all of 7" that is equiva-

lent to 7r'. To see this, suppose that/' is a mapping from 7" onto P

extending / for which there are self homeomorphisms h and g of 7"

and P respectively such that gf'=ir'h. Then h(A) would lie in

ir'~l(g(p)), and if q denotes the projection given by q(xi, x2, • • • , x„)

= (x2, xa, • • • , x„) in 7"-1, then qh(A) is a Cantor set in Int 7"_1, and

by Theorem 3E of [l], Int I" — h(A) is simply connected—a contra-

diction.

The following lemmas are used frequently in the construction

which follow and so are stated separately.

Lemma 1. If S is a compact O-dimensional subset of E2 covered by a

collection 9 of open sets, then there is a refinement of 9 of mutually exclu-

sive disks whose interiors cover S.

This follows readily from the fact that every Cantor set in £2 is

tame.

Definition. The arc (or disk) A spans the connected domain G

from x to y means that x and y are two boundary points of G, A

— {x, y} is a connected subset of G, and A f~\Bd G = {x, y}.

Lemma 2. If T is a compact subset of Q such that FHInt Q is O-dimen-

sional and D is a disk in Q with boundary points x and y, then there

exists a disk which spans Int D from x to y which does not intersect

T-{x, y}.

Indication of Proof. It is not difficult to construct an arc A

spanning Int D from x to y and missing T— jx, y\. Ii A is such an

arc, there is a disk D' containing A such that D' — \x, y} is a subset

of (Int D) — T, and hence D' spans Int D from x to y.

Theorem 1. If T is a compact subset of a disk D, Bd D(\iT, and

TC\lnt D is totally disconnected, then every mapping of T into [1/2, l]

whose inverse of 1 is TC\Bd D can be extended to a mapping of D onto

[O, l] which is equivalent to ir.

Proof. If T and D are as in the hypothesis, then there is a self

homeomorphism v of 7i2 such that v(D) is Q and V(T(~\Bd D) is con-

tained in the right vertical edge ^4 = {(l,y)|0^y^l}. Let T' denote

AVJv(T), and suppose/ is a mapping of F into [1/2, l] such that

f~1(l) = TC\Bd D. It will be shown that there exists a self horneo-
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morphism w of Q such that for each t in T', irw(t)=f(v~l(t)). From

this it will follow that irwv is an extension of/ that is equivalent to tv.

Denote by/' the composition fir1.

There is a disk 7J>i spanning Int Q from (0, 1/2) to (1, 1/2) which

contains only the point (1, 1/2) of T'; and there is an arc ii spanning

Int Q from (3/4, 0) to (3/4, 1) which misses V, intersects the bound-

ary of 7>i in exactly two points, and lies entirely to the right of the

vertical line through (1/2, 0). Clearly Li divides Q into two disks;

denote the one containing A by L{, and if Ei denotes (Q — Int 7>i)

C\L{, then Ex contains TT\L{, Bd Ei!~\T' =A, the closure of each

component of Int Ei is a disk of diameter less than 1, and A is acces-

sible from the domain Int Q—Ei.
Recall that "the point set A is accessible from the domain Gv

means that for some point x in A, there is an arc in GU{x} which

contains x.

There are disks Z>2 and 7J>3 such that (1) D2 spans the lower com-

ponent of Int Ei from a point of Li to (1, 1/4) and D3 spans the upper

component from a point of Lx to (1, 3/4), and (2) D2 contains only the

point (1, 1/4) of V and 7?3 the point (1, 3/4) of F'. The boundary of

Di\JD2yJDs consists of two arcs emanating from (1, 1/4) plus two

arcs from (1, 1/2) plus two from (1, 3/4). Hence there is a verti-

cal line V between Lx and A such that each component of Int Q

- ( V\JBd(D¿JD2VJD3)) to the right of V has diameter less than 1/2.
There is an arc L2 spanning Int Q from top to bottom between V and

A that misses T' and intersects each of Bd D%, Bd D2 and Bd 7)8 in

exactly two points, and such that L2 lies to the right of the vertical

line through (3/4, 0). Again, L2 divides Q into two cells, L{ denotes

the one containing A, and if E2 denotes [Ei~Int(7>2W7>3)]nL2', then

EiCEi, E2 contains TT\Lí, Bd E2r\T' = A, A is accessible from each

of the two components of (Int Ei) —Ei, and the closure of each com-

ponent of Int E2 is a disk of diameter less than 1/2.

In this way, a sequence {Ei} is constructed such that for each i:

(1) Ei is the union of 2l disks each of which has diameter less than

1/2'-1 and intersects A in an arc, such that if two of these disks inter-

sect, then the intersection is a single point of A,

(2) (BdEi)r\T' = A,

(3) EiCEi-i,
(4) there is an arc spanning Int Q between the vertical line through

(1 — l/2i+1, 0) and A such that £,• contains in its interior every point

of F' to the right of this arc, and

(5) if i>j=0, then A is accessible from each of the 2> components

of (IntEJ-Ei.
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For each i, denote by Hi the collection of closures of components of

Int Ei. Let Gi denote a finite collection of mutually exclusive disks

in (Int Q)—Ei whose interiors cover T'—Ei. If Gt has been defined,

define G,+i to be a collection of mutually exclusive disks in (Int Q)

—Ei+i whose interiors cover F' —£t+i such that each disk has diam-

eter less than l/2i+1 and lies in the interior of some element of l7jVJ77,-.

Since /' is a continuous mapping on the compact set T and mesh

GiKJH—>0 as î—>°o, for each e>0 there is an integer n such that

f'(kr\T') <e for each &£G„W77B. Hence it may be assumed that for

each n, the diameter oif'(kr\T') is less than l/2n+1 if k is in G„W77„.

There is a self homeomorphism wi of Q such that

(1) if cCGi, then Ui(c) is a rectangular disk of diameter less than

1/2 with sides parallel to the coordinate axes,

(2) if bCHi, then Ui(b) is a quadrilateral disk of diameter less

than 1/2,
(3) if cCGi^JHi, then 7r(Int Ui(c)) contains/'(cHF'), and

(4) Mi is the identity on Bd Q.

Suppose for each i<m, Ui has been defined. Let wm denote the com-

position m„_i•«„,_!! • • • Ui-Ui. There is a self homeomorphism um of

Q such that

(1) if cCGm, then umwm(c) is a rectangular disk of diameter less

than l/2m with sides parallel to the coordinate axes,

(2) if bCHm, then umwm(b) is the interior of a quadrilateral disk of

diameter less then l/2m,

(3) if cCGmyJHm, then 7r(Int umwm(c)) contains f (cC\T'), and

(4) um is the identity on Bd QVJ(Q-\J {wm(c)\cCGm-i^JHm^i}).

This defines the sequence {w¡¡ of self homeomorphisms of Q. Since

Ui moves no point more than 1/2*-1, {w,} is Cauchy and converges

to a continuous function w of Q onto Q. By condition (3) on each uf,

ttw(x) =f'(x) for all x in T'. If there are an x and y in Q such that

w(x) =w(y), then for each i, w,(x) and wt(y) must be (if unequal) in

the same quadrilateral disk or rectangular disk, as described in prop-

erties (2) and (1) of u(. Hence w^(x) and w^(y) are both in the same

element of GiUHi. Hence, ¿(x, y)^l/2* so that x = y. Hence w is a

homeomorphism and since irwit)=f'it)=fv~1it) for tCT', w has the

required properties. Because it is needed in the proof of Theorem 2,

note that w(x) =x for all x£Bd Q.

Theorem 2. If T is a compact subset of a disk D such that Bd DCT

and TC\\nt D is totally disconnected, tlien every map from T into

[l/2, l] whose inverse of 1 is Bd D can be extended to a mapping of D

onto [0, 1 ] which is equivalent to A.
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Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1, there is no loss in generality if

D is assumed to be the unit circular disk centered at the origin. Also,

assume that the circular disk D' centered at the origin with radius 1/3

contains no point of T. Let 7>i and B2 be disjoint arcs irreducible from

Bd D' to Bd D that do not intersect Tf~\lnt D. There is a homeomor-

phism of D onto itself that takes BiVJB2 onto two straight line seg-

ments each a subset of a radial line in D, so there is no loss in general-

ity in assuming that Bx and B2 are themselves each a subset of a radial

line in D. If 7>i and T>2 are the disks into which D — Int D' is divided

by BiUB2, it follows from Theorem 1 that there exist homeomor-

phisms «i of Di onto itself and m2 of D2 onto itself such that for

i = l, 2,

(1) Ui is the identity on Bd 7J>, and

(2) for each x in [l/3, 1), Uiif~1ix)C\Di) is a subset of the circle

with center (0, 0) and radius x. There is a homeomorphism u of D

onto itself which is an extension of ux and w2 and is the identity on D'.

The mapping Au is an extension of/ which is equivalent to A.

Theorem 2 may be applied to give results on the problem of embed-

ding collections of compact, totally disconnected subsets of the plane

in collections of arcs or simple closed curves. One such theorem is the

following.

Corollary. Suppose Mi, M2, M3, ■ ■ ■ is a sequence of compact,

totally disconnected subsets of E2 converging to a nondegenerate compact

set M which does not intersect U Af,-. Then there is a homeomorphism of

E2 onto itself which takes each Mi into a different circle with center (0, 0)

if and only if M is a subset of a simple closed curve which does not inter-

sect UMi and does not separate two points of any M{, and there is a

homeomorphism of E2 onto itself which takes each Mi into a different

horizontal interval if and only if M is a proper subset of such a simple

closed curve.

Proof. The necessity of each condition is clear.

Suppose M is a subset of a simple closed curve C and that each Mi

is a subset either of Int C or of Ext C. Assume that C is the unit

circle, and let 7 and E denote, respectively, the interior and the ex-

terior of C.

It follows from Theorem 2 that there is a homeomorphism hi of the

plane onto itself which is the identity on E and which takes each Al-

lying in 7 into a circle with center (0, 0). Applying Theorem 2 to the

one-point compactification of E, it can be shown that there is a homeo-

morphism h2 of the plane onto itself which is the identity on 7 and

which takes each Af¿ lying in E into a circle with center (0, 0). The
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homeomorphism h = hifh takes each Ü7, into a circle with center (0, 0) ;

if M is a proper subset of C, h can be modified so as to take each A7,

into a horizontal interval.
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